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Abstract—Historically and by default, Linux does not respect
the principle of least privilege because it grants all the privileges
to administrators to execute their tasks. With the new personal
data protection or export control regulations, the principle of
least privilege is mandatory and must be applied even for system
administrators. The Linux operating system, since version 2.2,
divides the privileges associated with the superuser into distinct
units called capabilities. Linux capabilities allow coarse-grained
access control to restricted system features. The “RootAsRole”
project is introduced as a solution for delegating administrative
tasks while matching the necessary capabilities. However, limita-
tions in user experience and the mapping of Linux capabilities
pose significant obstacles. This paper proposes enhancements to
balance usability and the principle of least privilege, emphasizing
the need for precise capability definitions. Future work involves
enhancing the RootAsRole access control model and addressing
the administration access control framework for managing Linux
capabilities effectively.

Index Terms—Access Control, Least privilege principle, Linux
kernel, Capabilities

I. INTRODUCTION

The Principle of Least Privilege (POLP) is an engineering
process that involves understanding users’ responsibilities to
grant them the absolute minimum permissions required for
accomplishing their tasks using computer systems [1]. This
principle applies to all users, especially those responsible
for system administration, who often possess comprehensive
privileges directly or indirectly.

On the one hand, POLP is essential from a security point
of view to minimize the potential attack surface and reduce
the potential damage in case of a security breach. In addition,
it is the cornerstone of modern security models such as the
zero-trust security strategy [2], which sets the least privilege
as one of its core principles. On the other hand, POLP is
also mandatory to comply with regulations related to personal
data (e.g., GDPR [3]) or export control [4]. New hybrid usage
of IT devices, either Personally Owned/Company Enabled
or Corporate-Owned/Personally Enabled, requires fine-grained
administrative privileges to prevent unlawful access to personal
data. Co-administration of devices within the organization or
outsourcing to third parties is another illustration of this need.

POLP can be implemented on Linux at different levels
using different mechanisms provided by the operating system
(e.g., the POSIX discretionary access control mechanisms,
setuid/sudo, Linux capabilities or mandatory access control
mechanisms provided by Linux Security Modules). Neverthe-
less, we demonstrated that implementing POLP correctly at
the OS level is still challenging [5].

This paper focuses on Linux capabilities that allow coarse-
grained access control to specific kernel tasks [6]. Indeed,
Linux divides the privileges associated with the superuser into
distinct units called capabilities. Unlike traditional POSIX per-
missions tied to file access control, these specific permissions
are assigned to programs or processes. They enable privileges
to be assigned to individual applications or tasks without the
need for them to run with root, the superuser account. We
explore different approaches to uphold POLP through OS
Hardening and at the user level using our RootAsRole project.
We present the limitations and how we have designed new
solutions to resolve them. Although our investigations focus
on specific tools, they pertain to generic issues regarding using
Linux capabilities.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section
II provides an introduction to Linux capabilities. Section III
analyses the pros and cons of implementing POLP by hard-
ening the OS. Section IV describes the RootAsRole project
and the difficulties of implementing POLP while considering
the users’ experience. Section V discusses the limitations re-
garding implementing the least privilege principle with Linux
capabilities. Finally, we conclude and present future works.

II. LINUX CAPABILITIES

Linux Capabilities were initially introduced in the Linux
kernel version 2.1 in 1998, with implementation occurring
in version 2.2 and offering 32 permission slots. As system
scaling has progressed, the implementation has been enhanced
to manage 64 permissions and enable complex security pol-
icy. In the current version (v6.3), 41 capabilities have been
implemented [7]. This mechanism can grant access to kernel
features or enable bypassing some security policies. As an



example, CAP_NET_BIND_SERVICE is a capability that is
needed to bind a socket on TCP/UDP ports between 1 and
1024, and CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE allows bypassing the DAC
file-system access control. Due to the current implementation
slot limit, Linux decided that CAP_SYS_ADMIN is an over-
ridden capability that doesn’t define any scope; this decision
offers flexibility for kernel designers to manage capability
definitions.

The kernel maintains for each process 5 sets of capabil-
ities in memory to define the state of the discretionary and
mandatory privilege policy. These sets is the mechanism to
manipulate privileges for a time-of-use criterion and distribute
them across the child processes (discretionary policy). If a
program executes another binary, the system authority defines
which privileges will be inherited (mandatory policy). By
default on Linux, a single mandatory policy is applied, which
is intrinsic to the kernel. In the kernel implementation of
capability sets and associated behaviours, Linux adopts a
vocabulary and employs mechanisms akin to the capability-
based access control model mechanisms. While Linux’s model
is not explicitly described as respecting this model, it shares
common elements such as Ambient authority. This suggests
that Linux adapts the capability-based security model to fit
specific OS needs [8], [9].

Linux Capabilities are primarily used to confine applications
in Linux namespaces, such as Docker/Podman or other LXC
solutions. The Linux namespaces isolate processes by giving
them independent and limited views of system resources,
such as process IDs, network interfaces, and file systems,
providing a form of process-level virtualization. LXC, Docker
and Podman are three solutions for creating and managing iso-
lated environments, mainly using Linux namespaces. Although
these products allow you to manipulate Linux capabilities, they
do not offer better usability or understanding.

III. THE OS HARDENING APPROACH

Generally, an OS offers multiple generic features that may
not be needed for a specific system usage. Implementing POLP
may be needed to inhibit the useless features of the entire
OS. This process, also known as OS Hardening, involves
modifying or configuring an operating system to minimize its
features, and hence the impact of potential vulnerability on
the entire system. For instance, when the file-system access
control is correctly configured, the person in charge of config-
uring the system may want to prevent the superuser from by-
passing this control by removing CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE and
CAP_DAC_READ_SEARCH capabilities. OS hardening should
be carefully implemented because it could lead to safety risks
due to the discretionary access control properties [16].

Different approaches can be followed to implement this
goal. First, this could be achieved by using BPF LSM (Linux
Security Modules [14]), which is a framework that allows
developers to write security systems on top of the Linux kernel
using eBPF (extended Berkeley Packet Filter) programs. eBPF
is a technology that enables sandboxed programs to run in
the Linux kernel without modifying the kernel source code

or loading a kernel module. These programs can be loaded
and unloaded at any time by any user with the CAP_BPF
capability. It is possible to deny any CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE
capability request using such technology. However, any priv-
ileged session could unload the eBPF program and regain its
privileges because it has them in its privilege sets. We’ve initi-
ated a repository with a proof-of-concept of this example [15].

Another approach consists in creating a new Linux kernel
module (LKM) to remove the CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE capabil-
ity from every process credential created on the system. This
can be done by manipulating the capabilities credentials struc-
ture during the ‘execve()’ process. This prevents processes
from retrieving their capabilities without unloading the module
with the CAP_SYS_MODULE capability. The advantage of
this strategy is that most of the processes will have their
capabilities permanently removed. Indeed, modules are loaded
by the “(systemd-)udev” process, which is initialized by the
init or systemd programs. These program processes do not lose
their capabilities and can still be used. We’ve also created an
example of such a kernel module on the same repository as
eBPF [15].

Fig. 1: Lines to patch to remove capabilities in kernel v6.3

Finally, the administrator can also patch the current Linux
kernel to change the initial set of capabilities permanently. In
this way, the capability doesn’t exist on the running kernel
system. The main disadvantage of this solution is the need to
recompile the patch each time the Linux kernel is updated.
Also, the Linux kernel is governed by GPLv2 licensing,
so these modifications must comply with the license terms.
To perform this concretely, the definitions of pre-processor
instruction on file “include/linux/capability.h” needs to be
edited. We described these changes in Figure 1.

By hardening the OS, the capabilities of Linux allow the
person in charge to configure the system to eliminate security
risks but also to increase the safety risks if misconfigured.
This person could use more or less permanent approaches
to simplify recovery. Nevertheless, this measure does not
respect POLP enough. As said earlier, the least privilege is
based on understanding users’ task needs. OS hardening can
only apply the same configuration to all users, i.e., removing
Linux capabilities not required by all users. Therefore, another
mechanism is needed to apply POLP at the user’s level,
including administrators.



IV. ROOTASROLE

We present in this section RootAsRole, a new security
mechanism we developed for controlling Linux capabilities
at the user level. We describe our goal and the latest im-
provements we introduced to provide a useful tool that allows
fine-grained implementations of POLP. We also highlight open
questions.

Task

Actor

Purpose

Command

 explains
1,1 

0,1 

Capability
requires

0,n  0,n

User

Role

 assign
0,n 

0.n 

Groups

 has rights to
0,n 

0,n 

Fig. 2: Design of role configuration model

Today, most Linux distributions propose the sudo command
to elevate privileges. sudo is a tool that allows a system
administrator to delegate commands with potentially all root
privileges to users [10]. sudo includes many other security
features, but we will not elaborate on them. However, sudo
does not handle Linux Capabilities. Since no sophisticated and
easy-to-use mechanisms were available to manage capabilities,
we developed RootAsRole [12], [13] a new security module
to control the Linux capabilities given to applications. In
addition, unlike sudo, which does not include any access
control model, We choose to implement the Role-Based Ac-
cess Control model (RBAC) that consists in granting (and
restricting) access permissions to roles, and then these roles
are assigned to users [16]. The RBAC model allows grouping
administrative privileges and tasks by roles. We chose this
model because it impels the implementation of the POLP since
tasks and duties must be explicitly analyzed to identify roles.

To implement least privilege more precisely with RootAs-
Role, we took a lot of initiatives to resolve design, usability
and reliability issues for both users and administrators. To
illustrate these conceptual issues, we introduce a tiny web
business example. Let’s consider user Alice who is in charge of
managing an apache2 web server installed on a Linux machine.
Consequently, she should be allowed different tasks such as
starting/stopping the web server, modifying the web server
configuration files, etc. In addition, Alice is a web developer.
So, she should be able to add her code to the web server but
also use the command tcpdump to debug the new web protocol
she is implementing. We will develop this example in the rest

of this article to exhibit the issues when implementing POPL
and how we partially handle them.

1 <role name="web_admin">
2 <actors>
3 <user name="alice"/>
4 </actors>
5 <task capabilities="cap_net_bind_service"
6 setuser="apache"
7 setgroups="apache">
8 <command>/usr/local/sbin/apache2ctl start</command>
9 <command>/usr/local/sbin/apache2ctl restart</command>

10 <command>/usr/local/sbin/apache2ctl reload </command>
11 <purpose>Manage the apache2 service</purpose>
12 </task>
13 ...
14 </role>
15 <role name="web_dev">
16 <actors>
17 <user name="alice"/>
18 <group names="softteam"/>
19 </actors>
20 <task capabilities="cap_net_raw,cap_net_admin">
21 <command>/usr/bin/tcpdump</command>
22 <purpose>Debug HTTP responses</purpose>
23 </task>
24 ...
25 </role>
26 ...

Fig. 3: A Sample RootAsRole policy for our webserver
example

A. Administrative issues

1) Making Linux capabilities and POSIX DAC policies
consistent: We developed a language that allows the admin-
istrators to specify which users can use which command with
which capabilities. This language extends the RBAC model to
include capabilities in the permissions assigned to roles. The
implementation of our model is described in Figure 2. In this
model, actors which can be Linux users and/or Linux groups
are assigned to roles. Roles are assigned to permissions to
perform tasks which are sets of commands and allowed Linux
capabilities. We also require the administrator to explicitly
state the purpose of the permission assignment in a human-
readable format to enhance the maintainability of the policies.
This new model improves the initial one.

Figure 3 is the RootAsRole policy of the use case described
in the project presentation section. This policy includes two
roles: web_admin and web_dev. The <actors> element
inside the role definition represents the user assignment rela-
tion. Here, Alice has been assigned to both roles (see lines
3 and 15). It is also possible to assign a Linux group to
a role like in line 16. Administrators can specify the tasks
assigned roles by including them in <task> elements. Each
task lists a set of commands and the associated permitted
Linux capabilities. For instance, role web_admin can use
CAP_NET_BIND_SERVICE (i.e., bind a port less than 1024)
for starting, restarting and reloading the apache2 web server.
This task is related to managing the apache2 service as
described in line 11.

In order to assign tasks to their users, administrators need
to manipulate the entire credentials context and environment
variable sessions. For example, Alice may need to change her
effective user to a dedicated system user (e.g., user apache)
when configuring the apache2 web server to be consistent with
the DAC policy applied on the file system. In the previous



version of our tool, RootAsRole managed the Linux capabil-
ities feature exclusively, resulting in inconsistencies between
RootAsRole policies and DAC policies. So we implemented
the effective user/groups change for a task. The tool also man-
ages an environment variable policy that applies a whitelist,
a filter list (remove if unsafe) and a define/replace list. Other
variables are removed from the created session. The “remove if
unsafe” notion is arbitrary according to various vulnerabilities
found on shells. This policy is similar to the sudo tool. We
noticed that sudo enables an administrator to choose different
algorithms for managing the environment variable. But most
of them are not recommended to use because of their potential
vulnerabilities e.g. CVE-2014-9680, CVE-2014-10070, CVE-
2014-0106, to name but a few. This explains why we chose
to implement only the default one that is currently considered
safe.

2) Capabilities are unknown by administrators:

alice@webserver:˜$ capable -c "/usr/sbin/tcpdump"
tcpdump: enp1s0: You don’t have permission to capture on that
device
(socket: Operation not permitted)

Here are all the capabilities intercepted for this program :
cap_net_admin, cap_net_raw
WARNING: These capabilities aren’t mandatory, but they can
change the behavior of tested program.
WARNING: CAP_SYS_ADMIN is rarely needed and can be very
dangerous to grant

Fig. 4: Capable command output for tcpdump command

We noticed that Linux capabilities are poorly understood,
except for kernel developers [2]. Indeed, the Linux usage
manual describes capabilities at high level but it does not
explain their precise scope, nor their exact purpose for each
system calls. Therefore, it was extremely complicated to
configure a policy. To help administrators in this task, we
developed a tool called capable that detects the requested
capabilities for a specific command. For example, Alice can
use capable to determine which capability is needed for the
tcpdump tool. Here tcpdump requires network capabilities,
which are identified by our tool and displayed in figure 4.

Capable uses eBPF technology to hook into the capability
verification method of the kernel to collect what capability is
requested for all processes. It then sets up an unprivileged
namespace for the analyzed application before running it.
When filtering with the namespace identifier, eBPF can iden-
tify the privileges requested for the program. Any requested
privileges are printed to the console when the program exits.

In the previous version of RootAsRole, during our ex-
periments, we observed a recurring occurrence of the
CAP_SYS_ADMIN capability (this capability grants many
privileges) being requested. This was attributed to the system-
atic and repeated call of the cap_vm_enough_memory()
hook during the memory allocation and process creation
stages; one such call stack trace is detailed in Figure 5 using
the bcc tool [18]. Fortunately, the above problem has since
been fixed in the Linux kernel. Nevertheless, this problem

TIME UID PID TID COMM CAP NAME
22:58:49 1000 27408 27408 capable 21 CAP_SYS_ADMIN

cap_capable+0x1 [kernel]
cap_vm_enough_memory+0x2b [kernel]
security_vm_enough_memory_mm+0x34 [kernel]
mmap_region+0x147 [kernel]
do_mmap+0x38d [kernel]
vm_mmap_pgoff+0xd2 [kernel]
elf_map+0x58 [kernel]
load_elf_binary+0x4cd [kernel]
search_binary_handler+0x90 [kernel]
__do_execve_file.isra.36+0x5b1 [kernel]
__x64_sys_execve+0x34 [kernel]

Fig. 5: bcc Kernel stack trace describing the problematic
capacity demand when using capable tool in kernel version
v4.x

highlighted the possibility that certain capabilities might not
be requested at the appropriate stage in the kernel algorithm.
To ensure the reliability of our tool and identify any misplaced
capabilities within the kernel, we developed a straightforward
Clang plugin that utilizes Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) analysis.
The Clang AST represents the structure and semantics of
C/C++ code, serving the purpose of analysis, transformation,
and code generation. Our plugin operates on the assumption
that capabilities should be the final condition checked, i.e.,
practically function capable() which is called to check
capabilities should be placed at the end of the condition of
the if statement that implements the access control mechanism.
This is a common best practice followed by kernel developers.
Indeed, the function capable() verifies namespaces capa-
bilities and checks the security_capable() LSM hook
that could potentially affect the performance of the kernel. This
approach enables us to know when a capability is required
because function capable() is called when all other access
control systems deny access. During our analysis on kernel
v6.3, our plugin detected 8 occurrences not complying with
the best practice . The plugin source code can be found in
a GitHub repository [19]. However, some calls do not exist
within a conditional statement, so this work only covers 91%
of the total calls (993 calls in kernel v6.3).

B. User usability issue

One of the success factors of command sudo is its ease of
use for final users who are only required to add sudo before the
command they want to execute. Command sudo allows users
to run a command as a specific user other than the default
target user. But this feature is rarely used.

sr -r web_dev -c /usr/bin/tcpdump

Fig. 6: The user command to execute tcpdump in the V1/V2
of RootAsRole

In the previous version, we imposed users to explicitly
express the role they want to activate to execute a given
command (see Figure 6). If users are assigned to multiple



alice@webserver:˜$ sr /usr/bin/tcpdump

Fig. 7: New version of RootAsRole: Alice doesn’t need to
specify the role to activate

roles, this requirement impacts the users’ experience making
our security mechanism hard to use for day-to-day tasks.

Consequently, we improved our tool to make the explicit
role specification optional as in Figure 7. However, this raises
new questions, for instance, when a user is associated with
more than one role allowing to execute the same command
but with different capabilities. There are multiple algorithms
to find out the matching role for a user and a command
input. This issue has been thoroughly studied in the context of
firewall rules analysis [21] to resolve shadowing, correlation
and redundancy anomalies.

We applied the following criteria for order comparison:
1) Find all the roles that match the user id assignment or

the group id, and the command input
2) Within the matching roles, select the one that is the most

precise and least privileged such as:
a) user assignment is more precise than the combination

of group assignment
b) the combination of group assignment is more precise

than single group assignment
c) exact command is more precise than exact command

with regular expression
d) A role granting no capability is less privileged than

one granting at least one capability
e) A role without setuid is less privileged than one has

setuid.
f) if no root is disabled, a role without ‘root’ setuid is

less privileged than a role with ‘root’ setuid
g) A role without setgid is less privileged than one with

setgid.
h) A role with a single setgid is less privileged than one

with multiple setgid.
i) if no root is disabled, a role with multiple setgid is less

privileged than one with set root gid
j) if no root is disabled, a role with root setgid is less

privileged than one with multiple set gid, particularly
using root group

If this algorithm doesn’t resolve the conflict, roles are
considered equal (i.e., the only difference is environment
variables). In such cases, the user must specify the role to
be used with the ‘-r’ option. Regarding point (d), the choice
of least privilege is somewhat arbitrary. In fact, in our search
for a partial order operator for our tool, we tried to find a
partial order between Linux capabilities but could not find it
(see Section V).

V. LIMITS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our tool called “capable”, can be used to obtain the Linux
capabilities needed to execute a given command in a safe

mode. However, it does not guarantee that the granted capa-
bilities are the strict minimum required by the program. This
is because different capabilities can provide the same kernel
feature. For example, both CAP_BPF and CAP_SYS_ADMIN
can grant privileges to load/unload a BPF module (refer to
Figure 8). The question arises: which Linux capability should
be assigned? From the principle of the POLP perspective, the
answer is the capability that grants the least privileges.

static inline bool bpf_capable(void)
{

return capable(CAP_BPF) || capable(CAP_SYS_ADMIN);
}

Fig. 8: Sample of the kernel code in file include/linux/capa-
bility.h

To address this issue, we attempted to establish a partial
order between capabilities regarding the least privileges. In
other words, we aimed to identify the less privileged capability
compared to others. Our approach involved examining the
restricted sections of the kernel source code and determining
the specific capability required for each section.

Detecting a restricted feature that may require one or
more capabilities and identifying the least privileged capability
among them presented a challenge. By identifying the accessed
source code, we could determine if one capability is a subset
of another and prove that one capability is less privileged.
We explored various approaches to automate this analysis,
considering that the output of the analysis may change with
each kernel version.

A. The theoretical approach

Theoretically, we could adopt a brute-force approach, ex-
haustively checking the combinations of privileges in the
system. This approach can uncover numerous vulnerabilities in
manipulating the Linux kernel. However, the number of com-
binations grows exponentially with the number of capabilities,
resulting in an impossible number of possibilities. Considering
that there are 41 capabilities, testing all combinations from 1
individual capability to 41 combined capabilities would require
evaluating 41! = 3.34549 possibilities, which is impractical.
Even assuming that some privileges are unrelated and reduc-
ing the number of combinations, such an analysis remains
infeasible due to the scale of the Linux kernel system calls
variety. Each combination attempt involves numerous complex
operations on the system, such as a system reboot, which can
take several seconds and complicate the implementation of any
solution.

B. The pragmatic approach

An alternative approach involves analyzing the kernel
source code and identifying all system conditions that require
privileges. Within the kernel, a function called ‘capable()’
exists, enabling testing if any current calling process is granted
for a capability. By analyzing the Linux kernel code, we could
establish direct connections between privileges, allowing us to



establish an ordering relationship among them. This ordering
relationship could help to determine which privilege provides
access to a greater range of functionalities than others. Initially,
we considered utilizing the yacc and lex tools and using the
ANSI C standard for source code analysis. However, these
standards do not specify the preprocessor. So we faced an
error from these tools.

if\s*(\((?>[ˆ()]+|(?1))*\))\s*
({(?>[ˆ{}]+|(?2))*}|(?R)|[ˆ{};]*;)(?:\s|\n)*
(?:else\s*({(?>[ˆ{}]+|(?2))*}|(?R)|[ˆ;]*;))?

Fig. 9: PRCE2 expression match if C language statement

To overcome yacc and lex limit efficiently, we explored the
use of a PCRE2 regular expression to identify “if” conditions
in the source code (see Figure 9). PCRE2 (Perl Compatible
Regular Expressions 2) is a versatile library that enables
advanced pattern matching using regular expressions. The
regular expression provided in Figure 9 captures three groups:
the “condition,” the “then” block, and the “else” block if
present. We can recursively apply this expression to each
group to identify nested conditions within “if” statements. This
approach is advantageous because the parser does not crash
when encountering preprocessor syntax. Using this method,
we could identify most of the ‘capable()’ usage functions
(903 out of 993). However, there remain 90 capability requests
that were not matched by our plugin. These unmatched calls
indicate a limitation in our approach, but these few calls make
it possible to identify them manually. Another challenge with
this method is still the preprocessor. We found some calls to
‘capable()’ are done within preprocessor functions. These
preprocessor functions define and replicate the definition of
functions only after precompilation. Thus, we are unable to
identify a large number of calls due to this technical issue.

Another envisioned approach was utilizing the compiler to
perform Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) analysis. This approach
would enable us to create a call graph and determine the
capabilities implied by the kernel. However, due to time
constraints, we have yet to explore and implement this ap-
proach. This research is ongoing, and the initial AST plugin
is available on GitHub [19].

C. The reverse engineering approach

We also explored the possibility of finding compiled sym-
bols in the kernel binary. Specifically, we aimed to locate
the symbol for ‘capable()’. Although we were able to
manually identify the symbol using the Ghidra tool, finding the
symbol automatically is more complex than other automated
methods. The binary search for the symbol would differ for
each kernel version, making it challenging to automate this
process.

In conclusion, we have yet to discover a straightforward
method for mapping Linux capabilities within the kernel. Con-
sequently, a more practical approach would be implementing
a development process for kernel developers to document the

kernel precisely. We acknowledge that this process is arduous
and requires meticulous development, demanding significant
time for verification.

VI. RELATED WORK

In 2005, Krohn and team [25] presented “Asnix”, an
imaginary operating system with an object-capability security
model [26]. However, their analysis did not explore Linux
Capabilities due to challenges faced by Linux for years.
Subsequent developments in Linux have resolved these issues,
enabling further exploration of Linux capabilities in subse-
quent research.

Hallyn et al. [27] presented the use of Linux Capabilities as
a working solution for addressing POLP challenges. While this
work demonstrated the effectiveness of the Linux capability
model, it also highlighted the ongoing difficulties in its prac-
tical implementation. Consequently, Linux capabilities have
primarily been utilized for enhancing container isolation and
fixing vulnerabilities.

In our previous works [12], [13], we introduced a novel
software that utilizes Linux Capabilities to implement Role-
Based Access Control. These papers proved the potential of
Linux Capabilities for daily use but still need to be improved
with security and usability efforts.

VII. CONCLUSION

POLP is a well-known and established security principle.
We studied different approaches to implement the POLP using
Linux capabilities and demonstrated this is actually a tricky
problem. OS hardening applies to each user, so it cannot
be considered a fine-grained approach. We developed the
“RootAsRole” project that enables administrators to delegate
administrative tasks and grant the matching needed capability.
However, we highlighted limitations, especially regarding the
user experience of both administrators and final users. Finding
a good tradeoff between usability and POLP is complex. We
proposed in this article enhancements in this perspective.

One of the main challenges is defining precisely the re-
lations between capabilities. Indeed, how can administrators
apply POLP when the privileges associated with Linux ca-
pabilities are not precisely defined? We haven’t found any
automatic way to map Linux capabilities into a partial order
set by analysing the kernel. This work is still ongoing. We
believe the best solution is by using the map created by

For future work, we are working on improving the RootAs-
Role access control model to allow dynamic security to be
enforced, like in [24]. Indeed, many Linux capabilities enable
bypassing permission checks. Thus, Linux capabilities require
a proper administration access control model to manage ad-
ministrative privileges.
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